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Armchair \

An armchair with a universal contemporary design. Looks like a 
chair, but has the sitting comfort of a sofa. Adjusted seating comfort 
for the elderly with a contemporary look: the chair’s dimensions 
are fully tailored to the needs of older people, enabling them to sit 
down and to get up more easily. The matching footstool Cosmo 
completes the look.

What makes the armchair Cosmo so unique? \

\\ Perfectly thought-out ergonomic sitting comfort
\\ Opening between the back and seat
\\ Armrest with grip
\\ Sturdy steel frame with wooden legs or complete steel 
   tube frame
\\ Easy on-site assembly and disassembly
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

COSMO ARMCHAIR

Frame Metal frame. The frame makes a strong contribution 
to the stability and sturdiness of the armchair. It also creates 
the visual impression that the seat shell is only supported by 
the four legs.
Seat, back and side panels Single-piece upholstered seat 
shell. Choice of high or low back and narrow or wide armrests. 
The wide armrests provide additional comfort and support for 
prolonged sitting and standing up. With crumb gap between 
seat and back for easy cleaning. 
Legs The leg placement ensures maximum stability when 
users lean on the chair and prevents tipping when sitting down 
or standing up. Choice of four wooden legs with round or 
rectangular cross-section or four metal legs.

COSMO FOOTSTOOL
Frame Metal frame. The frame makes a strong contribution 
to the stability and sturdiness of the footstool. It also creates 
the visual impression that the cushion is only supported by the 
four legs.
Cushion Upholstered cushion.
Legs Choice of four wooden legs with round or rectangular 
cross-section or four metal legs.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

\\ Separate neck cushion
\\ Felt glide
\\ Teflon glide

ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY

Final assembly of the Cosmo armchair takes place on site at the 
time of delivery. This allows us to reduce the shipping volume 
significantly. The armchair consists of just two components: 
the frame with the attached legs and the seat shell. The metal 
frame is attached to the seat shell by four screws. This type 
of assembly allows the frame to be detached later on, so the 
frame or seat shell can easily be replaced on site.
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TYPE B D H

Cosmo low back, narrow armrests 
& wooden legs 
1ZLRLAHP

59 69 91 50 44 46 55 65 14 yes ������

Cosmo low back, wide armrests & 
wooden legs
1ZLRBAHP

70 69 91 50 44 46 55 65 14 yes ������

Cosmo high back, narrow 
armrests & wooden legs
1ZHRLAHP

59 74 117 50 44 46 80 65 16 yes ������

Cosmo high back, wide armrests 
& wooden legs
1ZHRBAHP

70 74 117 50 44 46 80 65 16 yes ������

Cosmo low back, narrow armrests 
& metal legs 
1ZLRLAMP

59 69 91 50 44 46 55 65 14 yes ������

Cosmo lage rug, brede armlegger 
& metalen poten
1ZLRBAMP

70 69 91 50 44 46 55 65 14 yes ������

Cosmo high back, narrow 
armrests & metal legs
1ZHRLAMP

59 74 117 50 44 46 80 65 16 yes ������

Cosmo high back, wide armrests 
& metal legs
1ZHRBAMP

70 74 117 50 44 46 80 65 16 yes ������

Cosmo low back, narrow armrests 
& round wooden legs 
1ZLRLAHPRO

59 69 91 50 44 46 55 65 14 yes ����

Cosmo low back, wide armrests & 
round wooden legs
1ZLRBAHPRO

70 69 91 50 44 46 55 65 15 yes ����

Cosmo high back, narrow 
armrests & round wooden legs
1ZHRLAHPRO

59 74 117 50 44 46 80 65 16 yes ����

Cosmo high back, wide armrests 
& round wooden legs
1ZHRBAHPRO

70 74 117 50 44 46 80 65 16 yes ����

Cosmo footstool
wooden legs

53 51 45 - - - - - 6 yes ������

Cosmo footstool 
metal legs

53 51 45 - - - - - 6 yes ������

Cosmo footstool
round wooden legs

53 51 45 - - - - - 6 yes ����

�� = domestic use / ����  = project-based use / ������ = intensive project-based use

DIMENSIONS
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OVERVIEW OF MODELS

Cosmo with low back, 
narrow armrests and 

wooden legs

Cosmo with high back, 
narrow armrests and 

wooden legs

Cosmo with low back, wide 
armrests and wooden legs

Cosmo with high back, wide 
armrests and wooden legs

Cosmo with low back, 
narrow armrests and metal 

legs

Cosmo with high back, 
narrow armrests and metal 

legs

Cosmo with low back, wide 
armrests and metal legs

Cosmo with high back, wide 
armrests and metal legs

Cosmo footstool with 
wooden legs

Cosmo with low back, 
narrow armrests and round 

wooden legs

Cosmo with high back, 
narrow armrests and round 

wooden legs

Cosmo with low back, wide 
armrests and round wooden 

legs

Cosmo with high back, wide 
armrests and round wooden 

legs


